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COSMIC (Constellation Observing System for 
Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate) (2006-
present) is one of the main RO missions, with 

significant amount of atmospheric data available, 
especially related to the ionosphere.

Several atmospheric products are provided, 
including neutral atmosphere and ionosphere.

We investigate the performance of COSMIC 
electron density profiles (ionPrf and igaPrf) over 

one of the most challenging regions, the Brazilian 
territory for one year-data.

Introduction Data set

Ionosondes

Year: 2015;

Reference data: ionosonde
data+GIM;

GIM: UQRG;

Window: 20° x 20° (lat x lon);

Total profiles: ~241000;

Analyzed profiles: ~4400;

Mean errors
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Number of profiles with largest errors*

*Total not considering cases when ionPrf and igaPrf presented the exactly 
same results

Differences of errors using ionosonde and ionosonde+GIM

Absolute error: ionPrf versus igaPrf

Absolute error: ionPrf versus igaPrf

Products:
ionPrf: ionospheric profile obtained by the 

standard Abel inversion;
igaPrf: ionospheric profile obtained by the 

application of Abel inversion aided by monthly 
mean NmF2, to take into account information on 

horizontal gradients in the ionosphere[1].

For the assessment method we compare the 
critical frequency (foF2) and the altitude peak 
(hmF2) with manually scaled data from four 

ionosondes in Brazil. 

We also analyze the profiles assuming as reference 
the foF2 measured at the ionosondes and 

transported to the position of the occurrence of 
the radio occultation (foF2𝐼𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑅𝑂). For this 
approach, it is considered that the spatial 

variability of the foF2 is proportional to the 
variability of VTEC from GIMs in the position of 
the ionosonde (𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶𝐼𝑜𝑛𝑜) and at position of the 

occurrence of the F2 peak (𝑉𝑇𝐸𝐶𝑅𝑂)[2]:

Method

Results

Results

Brazil is a region with a challenging ionosphere;

For the Brazilian region most part of the ionPrf
analyzed presented smaller errors than igaPrf;

There is a small number of ionosondes in Brazil, a 
limitation for the assessments;

One alternative for assessing ionospheric 
information is the use of ionosonde+GIM to 

minimize the impact of the distance between the 
occultation occurrence and the ionosonde;

The approach considering ionosonde+GIM have 
led to smaller errors for both products.

Conclusions
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